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Use the sidebar to gain 
further clarity.

Roll the red d6 if you make a 
loud noise outside.
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Roll the white d6 at 
locations for the amount of 

encounters & rewards.

“It was day 15 of our quarantine when we ran out of food.” “Our plan was to check the neighbors first. 
Maybe the Johnson’s would be willing to share.”

Introduction
 Welcome to Card-Z: a zombie survival card game set in a suburban 
neighborhood for 1 to 4 players, age 14+, that lasts 1 to 3 hours. Be careful–
one bite and you’re infected. Can you conquer the chaos?

Overview
 Your neighborhood setup depends on the scenario. Start with 1-2 characters, gather their 
loot, heroic actions, pawns, and organize your player mat.

 Turns consist of 3 action phases–dawn, day, night–and 1 reckoning phase when everyone 
in your group must eat food or starve. 

 Each action phase you get a scout and retreat move. If you scout enemy encounters, move 
your pawns to the battlefield and set it up using meeples.

 The game ends when meet the end condition of the scenario, or your survivors die.

Components
	 243	cards,	25	card-clips,	8	dice,	8	pawns,	55	meeples,	8	chips,	2	player	mats,	1	battlefield.

 Cards: represented herein using Capitalized Italics. Card types include: Time (1), Character 
(15), Heroic Actions (15), Sick (6), Wounded (3), Location	(19), Encounter	(61),	Human Enemy	(3), 
Residential Loot (79), Commercial Loot	(21), & Fresh Food (12).

 Card-Clips: when Loot with supply enters play, attach a card-clip to the black position on 
the bottom of the card. Move the clip to the left as the supply is used, and remove it when empty. 
Loot may be resupplied by transfering the same type of supply from another Loot.

 Dice:	multiple	are	written	as	2d6	or	3d6,	and	may	be	modified	by	subtraction/addition	such	
as 2d6-2. When rolling the d10, higher is better, but 0 = zero. Dice are used for:
  d6 White: number of encounters or rewards at a Location.
  d6 Red: if outside loud noise draws nearby Encounters, skull = yes.
  d10 Black: player attacks, skills, or initiative.
  d10 Green: encounter attacks
  d10 Brown: tracks the Survivalist’s trap.

 Pawns: represent your survivors.

 Meeples & Bases:	represent	encounters	on	the	battlefield.	Bases are placed with zeeples 
to represent zombies carrying loot or distracted.

 Chips: white chips are placed on clear Locations, the red chip is the current battle Location.

 Player Mats: use to organize your character Heroic Actions & Backpacks.

 Battlefield: a “zoomed in” hex based map of a neighborhood location.

Character Selection
 Before setting up, you must select your Characters	(usually	2),	according	to	the	scenario.	
This	can	be	done	randomly	(dealing),	or	players	can	take	turns	selecting	them	(rolling	a	die	to	see	
who	picks	first).	It	can	also	be	done	by	the	“house”	dealing	each	player	5	and	picking	2.

OPTIONAL RULE: replace Character(s) starting Loot with “house loot”. Deal 9 Loot to each player, and 
select 6 for the house.

Tabletop Setup
Shown	below	is	the	“standard	map”.	Set	up	your	tabletop	as	follows	(your	arrangement	may	differ):

 A] Shuffle & deal all locations in the neighborhood arrangement on scenario.
 B] Place the battlefield next to the neighborhood with meeples near it.
 C] Shuffle all decks (except Fresh Food) and place them around the neighborhood.
 D] Set the time to dawn phase. Draw the Weather	for	the	first	day,	and	place	next	to	Time.

Roll the black d10 when 
attacking or using a skill.

Roll the green d10 for 
encounter attacks.

Use the brown d10 for the 
Survivalist’s trap.

Card-clips track supply. 
Loot enters play with the clip 

on the black position.

Jam on 0 + second roll <= 0
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Energy Bar
FOOD

limit 1 use per character

• eat after scout or regroup
• re-roll 1 attack in battle
• may use as JUNK FOOD

(get sick on 0-3)

Photo touch up and credit

0

Paintball Mask
FACE PROTECTION

unlimited use

• bite rolls -1
• does not combine 

with other face protection
• worn weight = 0

0
-1

1

Coach Shotgun
RIFLE

AMMO TYPE: 12-gauge

Photo by Marcus Burns, via Wikimedia Commons

Push 2

1 2

MEDIUMCLOSE LONG

2 -7

• spend +1 ammo to fire again
• auto-kill zombies at fences
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Hammer
CLUB

unlimited use

Kill 5

Photo by Evan-Amos, via Wikimedia Commons

• use both melee ratings
simultaneously

• may specify push only

Push 3&

1

Fishing Rod
ITEM

unlimited use

• use at bridge only
• success returns 2 fresh food

Fish 7 at dawn 6

1

Jam on 0 + second roll <=5 & use ammo

Paintball Gun
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Photo by Shadowjin, via Wikimedia Commons
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Paintball Player

SKILLS

STARTS WITH

MOVE 3 • PUSH 3 • CARRY 4

Paintball Gun
+1 to die rolls

Move & Shoot
may move 1-2 hexes

and make a ranged attack

Paintball Gun • Paintball Mask
Energy Bar

|

Old Skool Dad

Fishing Rod
+1 to die rolls
never discard

Hammer
+1 to die rolls

Coach Shotgun 
Hammer • Fishing Rod

SKILLS

STARTS WITH

MOVE 3 • PUSH 3 • CARRY 4

Old Skool Dad

Tame Dog
battle action

• engaged feral dog becomes ally

• starts in hex next to O-S-Dad

• engaged enemies do not move

• can bite human enemies

• leaves if not fed at reckoning

HEROIC ACTION

use once and flip

Paintball Player

Capture the Flag
scout or regroup action

• clear a location 
with 2 or less than encounters

HEROIC ACTION

use once and flip

“In the afternoon, we checked our neighbors with the garden. 
They turned too. Dad had his shotgun. I had a shield & spray paint.”

The Neighborhood
The neighborhood is made up of either Terrain (red	border	on	both	sides)	or	Cache (blue on one side, 
red	on	the	other)	Locations. Caches start the game blue side up.

Locations
 Locations have a battlefield description, an encounter roll,  & rewards.

 Battlefield Description: 3 zones with zone dividers that describe the Location. Outside 
zones are in red (Z1).	Zone	dividers	are	what	may	be	in	between	the	zones.	Examples	include:

Card		 	 Description	 Zone	1	 	 Zone	2	 	 Zone	3
Looted Street  Z1  Z2 |	Z3	 street	 	 front	yard	 inside	looted	house
Ranch House  Z1 |	Z2	|	Z3	 front	yard		 inside	 	 basement
Pub   Z1 |	Z2		Z3	 parking	lot	 inside	 	 inside
Trailer Home  Z1  Z2 |	Z3	 yard	 	 yard	 	 inside
Fenced House Z1 |	Z2	|	Z3	 fence,	yard	 inside	 	 second	floor
Nice House Z1 |	Z2	|	Z3	 yard	w/garden	 inside	 	 second	floor

 Encounter Roll: the amount of Encounters	there	on	first	scout	of	the	day.

 Reward: Caches have a die roll of reward type, either Residential or Commercial Loot. 
Terrain	may	offer	hunting	or	the	use	of	loot (Fishing Rod, Animal Trap)	to	attain	Fresh Food. 

Zone Dividers
 There may be a wall, fence, or garden in between zones.
 
 Walls prevent	movement,	can’t	be	shot	through,	and	silence	loud	noises.	Zones	in	front	of	
walls must be clear before you may regroup and move past them.

 Fences trap Feral Dogs and Zombies, preventing them from attacking. Weapons with 
stake-tactics have auto-success against Zombies	behind	a	fence	(firearms	must	use	ammo).

 Gardens award 2 Fresh Food once per game if outside zones are cleared. If you retreat 
after looting a garden, mark the Location with a card-clip to denote the looted garden.

Occupied Locations
 You may not end your turn on an Occupied Location, but you may move through one by 
scouting	it	and	immediately	retreating	off	of	it.	

The Church
 The Church acts as a trading post.	The	first	time	you	clear	it,	draw	9	residential	Loot, and 
make up to 3 trades. Loot	without	supply	may	be	traded	unless	specified	on	the	card.	The	Church 
retains its Loot.	You	(or	another	player)	may	return	and	make	3	trades	for	what	is	there	(do	not draw 
any new Loot)	each	visit	for	the	rest	of	the	game.

“At dawn, we saw up close–the Johnson’s had turned to monsters. 
We retreated to the stream, & dad fished while I stood guard.”

Player Setup
Start with 1 or 2 Characters and a player mat. Place their Heroic Action on the player mat. Gather 
their	3	specific	Residential Loot and attach card clips where applicable. Place a pawn for each 
Character on your starting Location. Characters skills are described on their card.

Characters
 Characters do not have “hit points”–one bite or hit infects or kills a Character (exception: 
Feral Dogs).	Each	Character has the same move, push, and carry ratings.
 
 Move (3) = the number of hexes a Character	may	move	on	the	battlefield.
 Push (3) = the target number that must be rolled = or > to push an Encounter.
 Carry (4) = the weight of Loot a Character may carry on hand.

 Power Characters: there are 4 Characters that are better suited to the zombie apocalypse: 
the Soldier, Nerd, Meteorologist, and Joe.	They	have	stars	(upper	left)	to	mark	thier	advantage.	Use	
them to make the game slightly easier.

Heroic Actions
 Heroic Actions / Backpacks are on the same card. To start, place it on the player aid with 
the Heroic Action face up. The 3 rectangles to the left represent the contents of the Backpack. Heroic 
Actions may be played once per game, only by their Character,	and	are	flipped	over	when	played.	If	
a Character	dies,	flip	their	Heroic Action to Backpack and treat it as Loot.

Backpacks & Weight
 Loot has a weight rating in a yellow circle on the upper left, ranging from 0 - 3. A Backpack 
weighs 1 but allows 3 additional Loot–each with a weight of 1–to be carried. The result is Characters 
being able to carry up to 3 weight on hand & 3 in the pack. They may give their backpacks to 
rescued Dependants or Allies, allowing them to carry 4 on hand when going into battle.

 Sample starting setup: 2 starting characters

Universal Skill: Hunting
 If you clear the Field, anyone may try to hunt. Roll d10+2 for chance of game and its range. 
An odd roll = yes there is game. Range is: 1 = close, 3-5 = medium, 7-9 = long. 11 is out of range.

If	you	fire	and	hit,	the	reward	is	2	fresh	food	(3	for	Hunter, Archer, & Survivalist).	Only	one	
Character may attempt to hunt per Location per phase.

Loot has essential 
information on top, and 
can be stacked to save 

tablespace.

Kill 4

• lose hatchet on 0’s 
• recover on regroup

Hangs on 0

Photo by Luigi Chiesa, via Wikimedia Commons

unlimited use

Hatchet
BLADE

1

MOVE 2 • PUSH 3 • CARRY 4

Rifle Marksmanship
RIFLES +1 to die roll

Hunting
•	roll	d10:	odd	=	game	present	
•	RANGE:	1=close,	3/5	=	med	

7/9	=	long
•	one	fire,	HIT	=	2	Fresh Food

Remington 700, Scope, 
Hatchet
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STARTS WITH

Hunter

Scope
RIFLE ATTACHMENT

unlimited use

• attached to rifle weight = 0
• modifies ranged attacks

• look at scouted encounters
• does not work at night

Photo by Captaindan, via Wikimedia Commons
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Loot has weight rating.  
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To scout, roll the dice shown 
& +/- modifiers for the 
number of encounters.

If you clear a cache, 
roll your rewards.

Occupied Home

Terrain has resources.

You can’t end your turn 
on an occupied home.

Hunter
MOVE 3 • PUSH 3 • CARRY 4

Rifle Marksmanship
RIFLES +1 to die roll

Hunting
-2 to hunting roll

reward = 3 fresh food

Remington 700 • Scope 
Hatchet
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STARTS WITH

Characters start with 
3 specific loot.
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Encounters
There are 4 types of Encounters: Zombies, Feral Dogs, Human Enemies, and Friendly Humans. Discs 
are bases for specialized Encounters. 

Zombie
	 Zombies	have	a	move and bite rating. Rolling a d10 > or = the bite results in infection.
Infected survivors remain alive for one battle-round, then die. 

 Zombies: move 2 and bite 6. They can move & bite on the same turn from 1 hex away.

 Fast Zombies: move 3 and bite 5. They can move & bite from 2 hexes away.

 Slow Zombies: move 1, and bite 6. They only bite if they are already engaged.

 Rigored Zombies	(experiencing	rigor	mortis): move by rolling d10: 0-4 they move 1 or 5-9 
remain in place. Rigored Zombies bite 4 if they are already engaged.

 Carrying Loot:	if	eradicated,	disc	remains	on	battlefield.	Pick	up	for	1	Residential Loot.

 Distracted: do not move or attack unless activated	by	a	loud	noise	or	an	adjacent	move/
melee. Ranged attacks are +1 to hit until activated. Remove when activated.

 Wearing a Helmet: modify your attack rolls -1.

Feral Dog
 Feral Dogs move 4 and can wound 5 or kill 8. They can move & bite from 3 hexes away. 
Feral Dogs may not be pushed. Place a Wound permanently on wounded survivors (unless healed 
with a First Aid Kit).	If	they	are	already	wounded,	remove	them	from	play.

Human Enemies!
 There is 1 Human Enemies! in the Encounter Deck. If revealed, draw and pair up to 3 Human 
Enemies with it and the 2 closest revealed zombies. Discard excess Zombies & Friendly Humans. 
Feral Dogs	remain	on	battlefield.

 Initiative: if you spot them inside a building with the Scope or Binoculars, and are quiet 
(no	loud	noise	rolls)	before	entering,	you	win	initiative.	If	you	are	loud	outside,	and	enter	unaware	with	
human enemies, they win initiative. Otherwise, roll d10 for initiative with the player winning ties.

 Gone for Good: if any Human Enemies are killed, remove Human Enemies! from the 
Encounter Deck.

 Spoils of War: If eliminated, use the Human Enemy as Loot.

Friendly Human
 When revealed, you can activate (rescue) an Ally or Dependant by engaging them.
 However, if they are revealed but not rescued by the reckoning phase, they are removed 
from play and count against your score.

 Allies have carry, push, and move ratings, and can contribute to battles.

 Dependants have a carry rating, but may not contribute to battles. The Infant has a weight 
of 1, and does not have a carry rating.

 Advanced Rule: if the Infant is starving, it cries. Roll alarm for noise at start of every battle.

Game Turn
A game turn represents one day and has 4 phases: Dawn, Day, Night, & Reckoning. Use the Time 
card to track the phases by rotating it after the all player turns have been made.

Weather
 Before each dawn phase, draw the Weather	for	the	day.	For	each	phase,	apply	it’s	effects	to	
player attack rolls in outside zones	only.	Weather	effects	are	in	addition	to	night	modifers.

Action Phases: Dawn, Day, & Night
 Players get 1 scout and 1 retreat move each action phase. At night, ranged attacks are 
modified:	-1	close,	-2	medium,	-3	long	(+	weather	modifiers).

Dawn Repopulation
Each dawn, you must roll for encounters at your current Location	as	your	first	scout	move.	If	present	
you may battle them to clear the location, or retreat to an adjacent Location.

Reckoning Phase
 At reckoning, you are eating and sleeping. There are 3 components to the reckoning phase:

 1] Gather eradicated Encounters & those on Locations.	Shuffle	into	the Encounter Deck.
 2] Remove all safe markers.
 3] Survivors eat Food or become starving	(denote	by	turning	them	90º).	
  Starving survivors carry rating is -1, and all die rolls are -1. They can be revived 
instantly by eating food on any phase. If starving on consecutive reckoning phases, remove them 
from	play	(starve	to	death).

  When a survivor eats Normal or Junk Food, roll d10 to see if they get sick. If they 
fail, draw & place a Sick card on them until the next reckoning. If they are already sick, do not remove 
their current Sick card. Dependants do not need to roll for sickness. When sickness is resolved, 
discard.

The Zombie Cluster
 A zombie cluster is d6+4 Encounters with all Humans & Feral Dogs removed. It’s zone 
description is always Z1  Z2  Z3. It can be created by the Boombox or added to any scenario placing 
at any Location during your setup (we recommend the Pub).

It roams randomly at the end of each phase–including the reckoning phase–by rolling d6 and moving 
as shown. If it moves out of the neighborhood place it on the perimeter, allowing re-entry. Remove it 

from the game if it moves 2 spaces out.

If it moves to you and you’re inside, you become blockaded. On your turn, 
you may battle it, retreat to an adjacent Location	(sacrificing	your	scout	
move),	or	skip	the	phase	remaining	safe.	

If you are outside, you must battle it or retreat out on your turn.

If you move to it you must eradicate it before clearing the Location.

1

1 use

Photo by Paul Hurst, via Wikimedia Commons
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Fresh Food
FOOD
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1 use

• get sick on 0-1

Modified Photo by Jonn Leffmann, via Wikimedia Commons

Normal Food
FOOD

Junk Food
FOOD

1 use

• get sick on 0-3
Photo by Paul Hurst, via Wikimedia Commons
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Some zombies carry loot.

SLOW ZOMBIE

MOVE 1  •  BITE 6

Carrying 1 Residential Loot
3-D

Distracted zombies only 
attack if activated.

FAST ZOMBIE
Distracted • +1 to player attack roll

ACTIVATED by Loud noise or ADJACENT MOVE

MOVE 3  •  BITE 5

2-D

Human Enemies are the 
only encounter that can win 

initiative.

Large Scalpel
STAKE

unlimited use

Kill 4

• stake tactics 
auto-kill all zombies

 at fences

1

Outfit your Ally with loot.

5 6

“That night we thought long and hard. We decided the only proper 
thing to do was to eradicate as many of those zombies as possible.”

“We made ourselves a nice salad, but slept uneasy that night. 
We could here them groaning as they shambled through the 

nieghborhood.”

Draw the weather 
just before dawn.

“It was sad to say goodbye to our nieghbors like that. 
We barely knew ‘em. At least we no longer needed food.”

Dogs can’t be pushed, 
preventing a retreat.

6           1

5 2

4           3

FAST FERAL DOG

MOVE 4 • KILL 8 • WOUND 5 • NO PUSH

2-K

HUMAN ENEMIES!

REMOVE FROM GAME IF ANY ENEMY KILLED

• replace this card and two closest zombies 
on the battlefield with human enemies.

• discard all excess zombies, 
human allies & dependants, but keep feral dogs.
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DAY

NIGHT

light
rain

partly
cloudy

no effects

night fog

range: - / -1 / -2

range: -2 / no attack

Eat food at the reckoning 
phase. Roll to see if you get 

sick (except fresh food).

1 DAY
+1 day if repeated sickness

-1 on all die rolls
COLD

Old Skool Dad

Fishing Rod
+1 to die rolls
never discard

Hammer
+1 to die rolls

Coach Shotgun 
Hammer • Fishing Rod

SKILLS

STARTS WITH

MOVE 3 • PUSH 3 • CARRY 4



“We went back to our neighbors, but wouldn’t you know it, the place 
was empty except for their dog, which won’t stop following dad.”

Player Turn
You get 1 scout and 1 retreat move each action phase. All moves are to adjacent Locations. You 
may choose to pass.

Pack & Carry
 You must leave behind Loot	you	can’t	carry	(on	hand	and	in	your	backpack)	face down on 
Locations you leave. It becomes part of the reward.

Scout Move
 When you scout a Location the	first	time,	roll	for	encounters.	
 If your encounter roll = or < 0, it is clear. Place a safe marker on it. It is a free move unless 
you claim rewards or use a skill, then you forfeit your free move and end your turn.
	 If	you	roll	encounters,	set	up	the	battlefield	(next	section)	and	either	clear	it	or	retreat.

Retreat Move
 You may only make one retreat move after a scout or battle. 
 If retreating from a battle, place remaining Encounters there face down for rest of the day.
 If you retreat to a Location with Encounters, begin a battle. You must clear it or die trying.
 If you retreat to a clear Location, place a white chip on it and end your turn.

Clearing a Location
 After eradicating all enemy Encounters in battle, the Location is clear. Flip it over (unless it’s 
Terrain)	and	place	a	white	chip	on	it	with	your	pawn(s).	

 Claim your rewards at Caches: either roll for Residential or Commercial Loot. Terrain may 
offer	hunting,	fishing,	or	trapping.	End	your	turn.

Camping Out
 If you eradicate all outside Encounters–but encounters inside remain–you may end your 
turn “camping out” there. If you spend the night outside blockading Encounters at the Location, do 
not	shuffle	them	at	the	reckoning	phase.	When	you	roll	your	dawn phase self scout, place scouted 
Encounters as if they were drawn there by a loud noise.

Outside at Night
 If you spend the night outside, your survivors become sleep deprived, and are -2 to all die 
rolls all day. Painkillers & Med-Kit do not	affect	sleep	deprivation	modifiers.	Attach	a	card-clip	to	the	
“eye” on the upper left of your survivor. 

Battlefield Setup
After	scouting/rolling	for	Encounters at a Location,	setup	the	battlefield	to	see	where they are.

Universal Battlefield
 The	battlefield	is	divided	into	3	zones,	each	with	hexes	labeled	A	-	T.	Starting	positions	for	
survivors are pawn shapes outlined red. Potential walls are gray. It is designed to be used for any 
Location, wether it is outside without any walls, or one with walls dividing each zone. If the Location 
you	are	at	does	not	have	walls,	ignore	them	on	the	battlefield.

Zone Placement
 Cut the Encounter Deck, then draw & place the number of Encounters rolled face down 
into	their	zones.	If	they	are	outside	(red	zone)	reveal them by turning them face up and placing their 
zeeple	onto	the	battlefied	hex shown the card as shown.

ZONE 2

ZONE 2

ZONE 3
ZONE 3

Zone 3

Zone 2

Zone 1

 Place inside encounters
in their zone face down.

Reveal outside encounters,
& place their zeeple 
into it’s hex position. 

ZOMBIE

MOVE 2  •  BITE 6

1-E

The zone & hex 
position on the battlefield.

The encounter zeeple.

Loot that cannot be carried 
is left behind face-down. 

Encounters      -3

Z1   Z2 | Z3
Looted Street

RESIDENTIAL

After clearing a cache:

1) roll for rewards
 2) flip the location over

3) place a white chip on it for 
the rest of the day

4) Place your pawn(s) there 
and end your turn

Encounters      -3

Z1   Z2 | Z3
Looted Street

TERRAIN

ZOMBIE

MOVE 2  •  BITE 6

1-E FAST ZOMBIE

MOVE 3  •  BITE 5

1-K

wall/regroup 
restart hexes 3

wall/regroup 
restart hexes 2

Rooms
Zones	that	may	be	inside	include	hexes	with	a	lock	symbol	that	represent	a	room.	If	a	
zombie is pushed into an empty room, they can be “locked in” and removed from play. 
However, for each room that is locked subtract 1 from your reward roll if you clear the 
Location. If they start in a room, they must be engaged to lock them in.

3-A

When retreating, place the 
remaining encounters there 

for the rest of the day.

Encounters      
Residential

Z1   Z2 | Z3
Trailer Home

CACHE

-1

ZO
N

E 3

7 8

“Next morning we went to our church to ask for their blessing. 
They gave us an AK-47 with extra ammo, and we gave them our food.”

available
start hexes

Binoculars
WEARABLE

Modified Photo by JMartin Möller, via Wikimedia Commons

unlimited use

• look at scouted encounters in 
zone(s) behind first wall
• does not work at night

0

 Binoculars (and Scope) 
allow you to look (reveal) 

past the first wall. Be 
careful, however, if you 

reveal an ally/dependant 
you will be “on the hook” to 

rescue them.

To save effort, you may 
attach a card-clip the first 

time supply is used.

9mm
AMMUNITION

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
AMMO TYPE: 9mm

• must have > 1 supply to trade
• attach card-clip first use

• discard when empty

1

This symbol shows if a 
location is outside.



Battles
Place the red chip on battle Locations	and	move	your	pawns	to	the	battlefield.	The	maximum	number	
of survivors that may participate is 4. Only 1 survivor or encounter can occupy a hex. If a pawn and 
meeple are adjacent, they are engaged. 

Setup
 Place a pawn for each survivor onto a start hex of your choice in zone 1. You must fight for 
one battle-round before you can retreat.

Battle-Rounds
	 Survivors	act	first	(exception:	Human Enemies!), in any order, each performing 1 action (or 
passing).	After	all	survivors	act,	Encounters act. If all revealed enemy encounters are eradicated, 
regroup. Rounds repeat unless you retreat, die, or clear the Location. 

 Battle actions: move, attack, retreat, or hand	(see	below).
 
To Hit
 To hit, roll the action die (d10)	=	or	>	your	target	number.	A	zero	(0)	=	critical	miss,	
regardless	of	modifiers	(exception:	jams).	Rolls	may	be	increased	by	skill	for	a weapon or weapon 
type. Weapon types are:
 Melee: BLADE, CLUB, STAKE
 Ranged: PISTOL, RIFLE, SHOTGUN, BOW

Move
 Moves are measured in hexes. Special moves include:

 Engage: a move next to an Encounter ends movement. Engaged survivors may only melee.
 Charge: move 1 or 2 hexes to engage, and melee at +1 to your attack roll.
 Retreat:	a	move	off	the	battlefield	via	the	bottom	edge.
 
Attack Considerations
 If you roll a 0 when attacking an Encounter engaged with a survivor, you hit the engaged 
survivor instead of the Encounter. This penalty over-rides all other “zero roll” penalties. If there are 
multiple survivors engaged, roll d6 to determine the recipient.

 Making Loud Noises: activate all distracted Zombies	on	the	battlefield	(even	behind	walls).

 If outside, roll the alarm die once per battle. If you roll the skull, roll d6 for the number 
of Encounters drawn by the noise. On the encounter round, draw and place them into their hex 
positions,	but	move	them	to	the	edge	(green	column)	of	the	battlefied,	matching	their	horizontal	
position. If more than one is from the same row, place slower Encounters behind fast ones.
–see Sample Battle Round on page 12.

Reload by transferring the 
same ammo type from one 

loot to another.

9mm
AMMUNITION

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
AMMO TYPE: 9mm

• must have > 1 supply to trade

1

Jam on 0 + second roll <=3

Glock 17
PISTOL

AMMO TYPE: 9mm

Photo by Hrd10, via Wikimedia Commons

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

MEDIUMCLOSE LONG

3 96 Kill 4

   use ammo on melee attacks
• auto-kill zombies at fences

1

Clubs both kill & push. You 
can specify push only.

Kill 4

Baseball Bat
CLUB

unlimited use

Push 2

• use both melee ratings
simultaneously

• may specify push only

&

2

Encounter A.I.
Only revealed Encounters perform actions. Encounters act in order closest to survivors (engaged go 
first)	to	farthest.	Ties	are	decided	by	speed,	fast	to	slow	(same	speed	doesn’t	matter).	

Zombie & Feral Dog A.I.
 Zombies and Feral Dogs...
 ...target closest survivor. 
	 	 •	In	ties,	they	move	to	the	survivor	with	other	survivors	nearby.–see sidebar
	 	 •	If	no	tie	breaker,	roll	d6	to	determine	target.
 ...move straight toward them–a line from the center start hex to the center target hex. 
	 ...stop	moving	if	blocked	(by	distracted	zombies)	with	no	line	of	sight.–see LOS page 11
 ...bite if engaged, or with an extra move after engaging.

Human Enemy A.I.
 Human Enemies	move	3	and	have	specific	A.I.	on	their	card.	If	they	are	out of ammo they 
retreat.

 Retreats: if no Human Enemy is eliminated return the Human Enemies! to the Encounter 
discard	pile	(where	it	will	be	reshuffled	into	the	Encounter Deck	at	the	reckoning	phase).

Fire!
 When revealed, place Fire! to the side. If you clear a Cache	on	fire,	claim	½	the	rewards,	
rounded down. You may not	hunt,	trap,	or	fish	at Terrain	on	fire.	After	clearing	or	retreating,	place	the	
Fire! permanently on the Location.	If	clear,	you	may	occupy	it	(you	are	outside).	

	 If	the	Church	catches	fire,	you	may	make	only	1	trade,	and	must	place	all	the	remaining	
church Loot	(including	your	trade	item)	in	the	discard	pile.

Human Enemies have 
individual A.I.

If eliminated, use their card 
as loot.

Loud weapons may 
draw more encounters if 

used outside.

Chainsaw
BLADE

Kill 2

• 1 action to turn on
• splatter infects on a 0 or 1

unless wearing face protection
• uses 1 supply per battle

AMMO TYPE: gasoline

1 2 3 4 5

3

9 10

“We also found food, a crossbow, and 12 gauge ammo.
That night the neighbors caught on on fire.”

There is only 1 Fire! card in 
the Encounter Deck.

FIRE!

PLACE  ON LOCATION

• only claim ½ reward
 rounded down

• place permanently on loction 
at end of turn

Z1
   

Z2
   

Z3

En
co

un
te
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-3

Zombies target the 
closest survivor.

In ties, they are 
influenced by other 

survivors.

If a survivor is bitten, 
they are infected and die 
at the end of the following 

battle-round.

“It’s weird to sleep in someone else’s house like that. 
I could hear the moans of those monsters in my dreams.”

HUM
AN ENEM

Y 
• m

ove to within m
ed range

• fire closest / not engaged
• if engaged, push & retreat

Jam on 0 & 1

Kill 4

Photo by Cortland, 
via WikiCommons

MEDIUMCLOSE LONG

3 96

SIG Mosquito
PISTOL & SILENCER

AMMO TYPE: 9mm

1 2 3 4 5 6

1



3-A

Push 2

Kill 4 Blind 5

Impale 1

Sample Battle Round
It’s dawn of the dead, and you decide to scout the Trailer Home.	You	roll	a	5	(-1)	=	4	Encounters.
Setting	up	the	battlefield	reveals	3	outside	(a	zombie	&	2	fast	zombies),	and	1	inside	(unknown).	You	
decide to clear it, placing your pawns on start hexes.

1 Battle-Round

The Old Skool Dad	fires	his	Coach 
Shotgun at the Fast Zombie. eradicating 
it with a roll of 3, but because it made 
a loud noise outside, the loud noise die 
must be rolled. You roll the skull. You 
roll	(d6)	4	more	Encounters. 

The Punk Rock Girl charges the Zombie, 
rolling a 4 with the Spray Paint (+1 for 
skill,	+1	for	charge)	=	6	eradicating	it.

Next, it is the Encounter turn. You place 
the 4 Encounters drawn by the loud 
noise on the outer columns of the same 
row as shown.

The Fast Zombie moves 3 hexes 
towards the Punk Rock Girl (closest 
survivor).

The	first	battle	round	is	over.

Battles (cont’d)
Melee Attack
 You must be engaged to melee. Melee attacks include:

 Push: move Encounter 1 hex away to 1 of 3 non-adjacent hexes. They become +1 to hit for 
the remainder of the round. Push Off by moving the survivor one hex away. If engaged with multiple 
Encounters, subtract 1 from your roll for each additional Encounter. 

 Locking Zombies: If inside, you may push a zombie	into	a	room	hex	(marked	with	a	lock)	to	
neutralize them, however if you are successful deduct 1 from your rewards roll. Encounters 
starting in a cell may be locked by engaging them.

 Impale: pierce and hold a zombie in place. Impaled zombies can be eradicated with auto-
success by another attacking survivor.

  Kill & Blind: success eradicates or neutralizes the Encounter. 

 Stuck blades: if you roll a 0 using a blade, it “hangs”. You may spend an action retrieving it.

Ranged Attack
 Ranges: close = 2-3 hexes, medium = 4-6, and long = 7-9.

 Rapid-fire:	some	semi-auto	firearms	allow	you	to	spend	+2	ammo	to	instantly	fire	again.	
There	are	no	limits	other	than	ammo.	For	example,	you	may	spend	7	ammo	to	fire	4	times.	

 Line of Sight (LOS): occupied hexes may block line of sight. If you can trace a line from any 
part of your hex to any part	your	target	hex,	you	have	LOS	and	may	fire	on	it.

 Jams:	semi-auto	firearms	may	jam.	If	a	0	is	rolled,	roll	again.	If	the	second	roll	is	=	or	<	the	
jam	rating,	it	jams	and	cannot	fire.	Ammo	is	not	spent	when	a	firearm	jams.	If	you	are	firing	on	an	
engaged Encounter, roll for a jam before applying the critical miss to the engaged survivor. 

 Lost Arrows & Bolts:	if	a	0	is	rolled	when	firing,	the	arrow/bolt	is	lost,	however	spent	
arrows/bolts	that	are	not	lost	may	be	retrieved	when	regrouping.

Hand Actions
 Hand actions include: reload	•	move item from backpack to hand • unjam firearm • 
recover hung blade.

Free Actions
 Dropping and picking up Loot	to/from	an	adjacent	hex	is	a	free	action.	You	can	both	drop	
and	pick	up	Loot,	and	then	use	it	(your	action)	in	the	same	turn.

Regroups
 After all revealed Encounters are eradicated, you may perform unlimited actions and 
recover arrows/bolts.	Regroups	also	occur	after	scouting/before	going	to	battle,	or	after	clearing	a 
Location.

Walls 
  Walls may only be passed after a regroup. To pass, place your survivors onto it’s restart 
hexes before revealing the Encounters behind it. You must fight for one battle-round. 

	 You	may	move	back	behind	a	wall	(to	a	previously	cleared	zone)	through	any	of	its	restart	
hexes.	You	may	then	regroup,	and	move	past	it	again	without	retreating	off	the	battlefield.

Jam on 0 + second roll <=2

M1911
PISTOL

AMMO TYPE: .45

Photo by M62, via Wikimedia Commons

1 2 3 4 5

MEDIUMCLOSE LONG

3 96 Kill 4

  use ammo on melee attacks
• auto-kill zombies at fences

1

Rapid-fire lets you instantly 
fire again by spending 2 

more ammo. 

For example, you spend 5 
ammo to fire 3x.

Jam on 0 + second roll <=1

AK-47
RIFLE

AMMO TYPE: 7.62 Soviet

Photo by Cpl. D.A. Haynes, via Wikimedia Commons

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

MEDIUMCLOSE LONG

3 64 Push 2

• spend +2 ammo to fire again
• auto-kill zombies at fences

2

Your “to hit” number
 is shown next to the 

type of attack. 

Most pistols can fire 
in melee attacks 
(but use ammo).

If you jam, tweak your 
card-clip. When you unjam 

it, retain the ammo.

Jam on 0 + second roll <=3

Glock 17
PISTOL

AMMO TYPE: 9mm

Photo by Hrd10, via Wikimedia Commons

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

MEDIUMCLOSE LONG

3 96 Kill 4

   use ammo on melee attacks
• auto-kill zombies at fences

1

The trailer home has 
2 zones outside.

The coach shotgun can 
rapid-fire 2 shots, but then 

must be reloaded.

11 12

Crossbows must be 
reloaded after each shot. 

If you roll a 0, 
you lost a bolt for the rest 
of the game, marked by a 

card-clip.

Crossbow
RIFLE

AMMO TYPE: Bolts

1 2 3 4 5

MEDIUMCLOSE LONG

4 96

• auto-kill zombies at fences
• lose bolts on 0’s or retreats
• must reload after every shot 

1 2 3 4
LOST AMMO

2

Coach Shotgun
RIFLE

AMMO TYPE: 12-gauge

Photo by Marcus Burns, via Wikimedia Commons

Push 2

1 2

MEDIUMCLOSE LONG

2 -7

• spend +1 ammo to fire again
• auto-kill zombies at fences

2

“The next day it was raining hard. We decided to hit up 
the trailer home nearby, how many could there be?”

A

B

C

D

ZONE 3

A

C

C

C
C

B

D

“Well, we learned something valuable. Zombies come running if they 
are close and hear your shotgun! Always have a retreat plan.”
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Toilet Paper
SPECIAL

• use at reckoning
• attach card-clip to character 

for 1 bite reroll the next day
• may share, 1 use per survivor

Photo by Brandon Blinkenberg, via Wikimedia Commons

1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Neighborhood Maps 
The following are standard neighborhood maps used in scenarios. Fixed cards are positions with 
that card in place. All other positions are dealt randomly. We encourage you to make your own map 
arrangements	for	your	own	scenarios!

Scenarios: Solitaire
Solitaire	scenarios	are	designed	to	be	played	in	order,	to	illustrate	the	difference	between	going	alone	
or with a partner in the zombie apocalypse. Alone, you are vulnerable. With another, you are capable. 
“Civic Duty” in Scenarios: Co-Op can also be played solitaire (2 Character	start	recommended).	All	
scenarios start on the Alpha Base.

Mission 1 “Making it to a friend with food.”
 Map A / 1 hour 
Remove all Dependants from the Encounter Deck. 2 Characters	(w/Loot).	Place	1	at	Bravo Base. Start 
the other on the Alpha Base. Make it to the Bravo Base.

 Optional Start: “Making it home from the pub.”  
 Replace Alpha Base with looted Pub	(flip	over).	Start	1	Character at Pub with 3 out of 9 
drawn Residential	(reshuffle	discarded).	Make	it	to	the	Bravo Base.

Mission 2 “Rescuing a family that ran out of food.”
 Map A (deal	new	map)	/ 2 hours
 Use both Characters	from	mission	1	(only	keeping	what	they	can	carry	on	hand).	Add	as	
much Commercial Loot as you prefer to carry. Place Dependants at the Bravo Base. Start at the 
Alpha Base. End your turn when merging with Dependants. Escort them to the Alpha Base alive. 

watch instructional videos at
www.baecard-z.com

Z1   Z2   Z3
S-Mart Shop

Encounters      
Commercial
Residential      

• if clear, return to terrain side, 
and denote as looted

CACHE

The S-Mart is the only cache 
that starts with its terrain 

face up. 

First you must clear the 
parking lot, then you flip it 
over and may attempt to 

clear the store.

If do not clear the store by 
reckoning, flip it back to the 

parking lot. 

If you clear the store, claim 
rewards and flip it to the 

parking lot for the 
rest of the game.

13 14

“It was a tough, but it was our civic responsibility: 
clear the entire neighborhood.”

You may drop your 
backpack before a battle 

begins (allowing a survivor 
to carry 4 into a battle). 

However, if you retreat, you 
must leave it–and all loot 

inside–at the location.

Backpack
ATTACHMENT

1

• carry 3 additional Loot
• each with a weight limit of 1

may not combine with
another backpack

Scenarios: Co-op
Co-op can be played 2-4 players and share the following additional rules:

 Choose Initiative: players can take turns in any order they agree upon, both in the 
nieghborhood	and	on	the	battlefield.

 Trading: unlimited Loot, supply, or Allies/Dependants can be traded as a free action when 
sharing the same location with other players.

 Joint Missions: players starting in the same Location may combine their turns.

 Join the Fray: if you are adjacent to another player battle, you can use your turn to join after 
round	1,	placing	your	pawn(s)	onto	a	start	position	as	your	move	on	round	2.

 Respawns: if a Character	dies,	spawn	another	from	your	house	(if	available)	either	on	the	
next	phase,	or	on	the	next	dawn	phase	(player	choice).

Civic Duty: Maps B or C / 3 hours “Time to clean up the neighborhood.”
	 Clear	the	neighborhood	(all	blue	caches	flipped	to	red	terrain).	2	Characters per player. 1 to go 
on the mission, and 1 to safeguard your house. If playing solitaire you may use 2 Characters to start. 
Roll	for	random	starting	bases	(alpha-delta).

 If you beat the board count rescued	survivors	(starving	is	ok).	Do	not	count	your	starting	
Characters. Deduct anyone lost along the way, and give yourself a grade:
 

	 Dificulty	by	number	of	starting	Characters:	1	=	Extreme,	2-4	=	Hard,	5-8	=	Medium

Scenarios: Competitive
Competitive can be played 2-4 players and share the following additional rules:

 Initiative: players roll d10 each action phase.

 Player versus Player (PvP): the	attacking	player	sets	up	first,	choosing	from	the	starting	
hexes	on	the	battlemap.	The	defending	player	places	their	pawns	on	the	battlefield	in	any	start	hex	
for zone 2. They are all considered outside. Defender wins initiative.

 The Church: the only place players may occupy together. No PvP allowed.

Pub Run: Any Map / 1-2 hours “Who wants to own the pub?”
 First to clear the Pub wins.

 Setup: 
1] remove all Dependants and Fire! from the Encounter Deck. 
2] place the Zombie Cluster	(green	pawn)	on	the	Pub. 
3] roll d10 and pick home bases highest to lowest.
4] in reverse order, select Characters until each player has 3 and gather Loot & Heroic Actions.
5] select 2 Characters to send out, and 1 to keep in your house as a respawn–use rules in co-op.

Last Man Standing: Any Map, 2-4 hours “I will outlast you all.”
 Remove all Dependants and Allies from the Encounter Deck. Start with 1 Character. Play 
until everyone starves or dies down to the last Character.

C: “Bridge the Gap”
Fixed Card: Bridge

A: “Point to Point” 
Fixed Cards: Alpha & Bravo bases

B: “Standard”
No Fixed Cards Encounters      

Z1   Z2   Z3
S-Mart Park

• starts game this side up
• if clear, flip to cache side

• clear cache side for reward

TERRAIN

Attach a card-clip to the TP 
icon on the character when 
using TP. Remove it when 

bite re-roll is used, or at the 
reckoning phase.

Old Skool Dad

Fishing Rod
+1 to die rolls
never discard

Hammer
+1 to die rolls

Coach Shotgun 
Hammer • Fishing Rod

SKILLS

STARTS WITH

MOVE 3 • PUSH 3 • CARRY 4

The ZSG represents 
exploiting the knowledge 

of zombie behavior & using 
distraction techniques 

(throwing rocks) to draw 
them away. It can only be 

used once per phase.

ZSG
ZOMBIE	SURVIVAL	GUIDE

USE ONCE PER PHASE

• -1 to encounter roll

1
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Action Phases: Dawn, Day, & Night 
•	1	scout	and	1	retreat	move

•	dawn	phase	repopulation	=	“self	scout”
•	night	phase	ranged	attacks:	-1	/	-2	/	-3

Reckoning: 
•	gather	and	reshuffle	all	Encounters
•	gather	white	chips	at	Locations

•	eat	food	or	starve	(-1	rolls,	-1	carry)
•	if	starving	&	no	food,	eliminate.	

Game Turn

Roll = or > the target 
0 = zero

To Hit

1)	Scout adjacent location
	 •	roll	encounters
	 •	if	clear	=	free move
	 •	if	encounters	setup	battlefield
	 •	start	battle	or	retreat

2)	Retreat 
	 •	move	to	adjacent	location	&	end	turn
	 •	if	encounters,	must	clear	or	die	trying

Player Turn

 
 

free action: drop	&	pickup	loot	(in	occupied	hex)
move:	engage	•	charge	•	move	•	retreat

attack:	melee	•	push	•	push	off	•	impale	•	ranged
hand:	reload	•	access	backpack	•	unjam	firearm	•	recover	blade	

Battle Actions

auto-kill all zombies in a 
zone with a fence

Stake-Tactics

ORDER: closest to farthest away
If tie: Feral Dog - Fast Zombie - Zombie - Slow Zombie

Zombies and Feral Dogs...
...target closest survivor. 
	 •	In	ties,	move	to	survivor	with	others	nearby.
	 •	If	no	tie	breaker,	roll	d6.
...move	from	center	start	hex	to	center	target	(survivor)	hex.	
...stop moving if blocked with no line of sight.
...bite if engaged, or with an extra move after engaging.

Enemy Encounter A.I.

Player Aid

spend +2 ammo 
to	instantly	fire	again

Rapid-Fire

move 1-2 hexes, engage, 
and melee +1

Charge

engage or push an encounter into a room & instantly lock it to 
eradicate the encounter, but deduct 1 from reward.

Push & Lock3-A

M
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